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Adams Rite Connects You to More
Opportunities with New EX Series Exit Devices
at ISC West 2018
LAS VEGAS, April 9, 2018 — ASSA ABLOY Group brand Adams Rite demonstrates its
innovation and forward-thinking design with its new EX Series Exit Devices. The fourmodel EX Series is designed with impact bumpers to reduce sound and horizontal and
vertical guide with return control for smoother operation; a universal hardware kit for
aluminum, hollow metal and wood installations; modern, contoured design with
matching metal end caps and cut-to-length in field installation options. The flexible,
robust design paired with simple and adjustable installation provides an appealing
solution for customers.
“The more dynamic our solutions become, the easier we make it for our partners to
identify new opportunities to install and specify our products,” said Benjamin Williams,
Senior Product Manager, ASSA ABLOY. “The new EX Series Exit Devices provide our
customers the flexibility that they require complimented by the aesthetics and reliability
that they demand. The initial release includes four of seven models that will be
available to the market. Each model comes standard with a universal hardware kit for
installation on aluminum, hollow metal and wood doors. While all models are available
in 3 standard lengths, each can be cut-to-length providing installers the flexibility to
accommodate unforeseen changes in the field and allow for versatile, flexible inventory.
Adhesive templates and step-by-step 3D instructions are provided to assist with device
mounting and reduce installation time.”
The Adams Rite EX series includes four models:
Unique to Adams Rite, the EX88 Interlocking Rim Exit Device with a robust and
unique bolt design that interlocks the door to frame for enhanced strength and
durability.
The EX89 Pullman Rim Exit Device features a ¾-inch Pullman latch bolt that is
compatible with the Adams Rite preload capable 74R1 Electric Strike and provides an
easy solution to electrify an opening.
Both Rim Exit Devices are preload capable and designed for use on single doors or with
mullion on pairs of doors.

EX76 Concealed Vertical Rod Exit Device (CVR) features easily adjustable
concealed rods and latching assembly designed for easy installation, maintenance and
adjustment. The EX76 is designed for single or pairs of doors.
The EX80 Dummy Push Bar is designed for applications that do not require a
latching/locking life-safety device. The flexible design comes standard with two
monitoring switches and is field selectable for active or inactive configuration.
With compatible Adams Rite entry trim and the ability to secure both single and pairs of
doors, the EX Series can provide a total building solution satisfying the need for door
hardware with a unified look and standardized installation and operation on a facility.
The result means partners will have more options for installation, more solutions to
offer in existing and new projects, and more opportunities to better secure and protect
facilities.
Hands-on product demonstrations and interviews available upon request. Visit
Adams Rite at booth #8061 and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. To get more
product information, please visit www.adamsrite.com.
###
ABOUT Adams Rite
Over 115 years old, Adams Rite Manufacturing Co., an ASSA ABLOY Group company,
designs, manufactures and markets door and door hardware products to the commercial,
industrial and institutional building construction industry and is recognized as one of the
leading suppliers in its area of specialization. Adams Rite develops products that are
designed to complement the clean lines of modern doors, while at the same time meeting
safety and access codes. Visit their website at www.adamsrite.com.

About ASSA ABLOY
ASSA ABLOY is the global leader in door opening solutions, dedicated to satisfying end-user
demands for security, safety and convenience. www.assaabloy.com
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